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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

State- and community-level public health data are increasingly being

made available on the World Wide Web for the use of professionals and the

public.  The goal of this paper is to identify and address the statistical issues

associated with these interactive data dissemination systems.  The analysis is

based on telephone interviews with 14 individuals in five states involved with the

development and use of seven distinct interactive web-based public health data

dissemination systems, as well as experimentation with the systems themselves.

Interactive web-based systems offer state health data centers an

important opportunity to disseminate data to public health professionals, local

government officials, and community leaders, and in the process raise the profile

of health issues and involve more people in community-level decision making.

The primary statistical concerns with web-based dissemination systems relate to

the small number of individuals in the cells of tables when the analysis is focused

on small geographic areas or in other ways.  In particular, data for small

population groups can be lacking in statistical reliability, and also can have the

potential for releasing confidential information about individuals.  These concerns

are present in all statistical publications, but are more acute in web-based

systems because of their focus on presenting data for small geographical areas.
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Small numbers contributing to a lack of statistical reliability

One statistical concern with web-based dissemination systems is the

potential loss of statistical reliability due to small numbers.  This is a concern in

all statistical publications, but it is more acute in web-based systems because of

their focus on presenting data for small geographical areas and other small

groups of individuals.

There are a number of statistical techniques that interactive data

dissemination systems can use to deal with the lack of reliability resulting from

small cell sizes.  Aggregation approaches can help, but information is lost.  Small

cells can be suppressed, but even more information is lost.  (The best rationale

for numerator-based data suppression is confidentiality protection, not statistical

reliability.)  In general, approaches that use statistical approaches to quantify the

uncertainty (such as confidence intervals and the use of c2 tests), or to

smoothing, or small area model-based estimation, should be preferred to options

that suppress data or give counts but not rates.

Small numbers and confidentiality concerns

The primary means for protecting confidentiality in web-based data

dissemination systems, as in more traditional dissemination systems, is the

suppression of “small” cells, plus complementary cells, in tables.  The definition

of “small” varies by state, and often by dataset.  This approach often results in a

substantial loss of information and utility.

Statisticians in a number of state health data centers have recently

reconsidered data suppression guidelines currently in use and have developed
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creative and thoughtful new approaches, as indicated above.  Their analyses,

however, have not been guided by theory or statistical and ethical principles, and

have not taken account of extensive research on these issues and development

of new methods that has taken place in the last two decades.  Government and

academic statisticians, largely outside of public health, have developed a variety

of “perturbation” methods such as “data swapping” and “controlled rounding” that

can limit disclosure risk while maximizing information available to the user.  The

Census Bureau has developed a “confidentiality edit” to prevent the disclosure of

personal data in tabular presentations.  The disclosure problem can be

formulated as a statistical decision problem that explicitly balances the loss that

is associated with the possibility of disclosure and the loss associated with non-

publication of data.  Such theory-based and principled approaches should be

encouraged.

Concept validity and data standards

Statisticians have been concerned ever since computers were introduced

that the availability of data and statistical software would lead untrained users to

make mistakes.  While this is probably true to some extent, restricting access to

data and software is not likely to succeed in public health.  The introduction of

interactive web-based dissemination systems, on the other hand, should be seen

as an important opportunity to develop and extend data standards in public

health data systems.

Web-based dissemination systems, because they require that multiple

data systems be put into a common format, present opportunities to disseminate
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appropriate data standards and to unify state data systems.  Educational efforts

building on the dissemination software itself, as well as in more traditional

settings, are likely to be more effective in reducing improper use of data than

restricting access.  For many users, such training will need to include content on

using public health data, not just on using web-based systems.  The

development of standard reports for web-based systems can be an effective

means for disseminating data standards.

Data validation

No statistical techniques can guarantee that there will be no errors in web-

based data systems.  Careful and constant checking of both the data and the

dissemination system, as well as a policy of releasing the same data files to all

users, however, can substantially reduce the likelihood of errors.  Methods for

validation should be documented and shared among states.

The development of web-based dissemination systems is an opportunity

to implement data standards rather than a problem to be solved.  Efforts to check

the validity of the data for web dissemination purposes may actually improve

overall data quality in state public health data systems.

General comments

The further development and use of web-based data dissemination

systems will depend on a good understanding of the systems’ users and their

needs.  System designers will have to balance between enabling users and

protecting users from themselves.  Systems will also have to develop ways to
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train users not only in how to use the systems themselves, but also on statistical

issues in general and the use of public health data.

Research to develop and implement new statistical methods, and to better

understand and address users’ needs, is a major investment.  Most states do not

have the resources to do this on their own.  Federal agencies, in particular

through CDC’s Assessment Initiative, could help by enabling states to share

information with one another, and by supporting research on the use of new

statistical methods and on data system users.




